Advocates and lawsuits
make the history of
Pragnum
Pragnum is a boutique law firm established in 2006. The
company is among the best law firms in Ukraine and has
been recognised by both Clients and lawyers as one of the
leaders in business litigation support in Ukraine.

Commercial disputes
Tax and customs disputes
Areas of
expertise

Economic crimes
Intellectual property
disputes
Bankruptcy
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Recognition
Pragnum lawyers has studied in
detail the aspects of our business

Pragnum specialises in commercial
litigation, 2015

and provided valuable tax advice,
in particular regarding the

(Ukrainian Law Firms Handbook)

copyright use. Besides, their deep

us to effectively protect our
industrial property. We would like

The company ranks among the Bronze
league of the leading law firms in
Ukraine, 2013-2015

to recommend Pragnum as a
reliable and highly professional

(Legal Practice Publishing House /

legal counsel in tax and intellectual

Forbes-Ukraine / Kommersant-Ukraine / Business)

“

property law

Tetiana Horobets,
General Director of
Zhytomyr Confectionery
Factory (ALC “ZHL”)

The firm specialises in disputes with tax
authorities, 2014
(Ukrainian Law Firms Handbook)

“

Kyiv Factory of Soft Drinks
“Rosinka” expresses its gratitude
to the team of Pragnum for the
long-term and fruitful

(The rating The Client's Choice: Top 100 Best Lawyers
of Ukraine, Legal Newspaper Publishing House)

understanding of the intellectual
property rights protection enabled

Clients have recognised Vitalii Bobrynov
as one of the best lawyers in litigation
and trial, 2012-2013

cooperation... Our long-term
relationship allows us to
recommend Pragnum as a team of
professionals who not only know,

The peers have recognised Vitalii Bobrynov
as one of the best litigators, 2012-2013
(The rating Top 250 Viewed by Peers, Legal Newspaper
Publishing House)

but also love their job, doing it far
the best of all

“

“

Serhii Herman,
Chairman of the Board
Kyiv Factory of Soft Drinks “Rosinka”

Firm’s projects are in the list of 25 largest tax
disputes in the rating Top 50 Law Firms of
Ukraine, 2013
(Legal Practice Publishing House)

The company has been recognised
as one of the best law firms in Ukraine
in real estate, 2013
(Gvardia, the All-Ukrainian Rating Publication)
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Why are the services of Pragnum
unique and beneficial to business?
As a result of our cooperation, we

We save the Client’s time

We work for the Client’s reputation

Our primary objective is to avoid trial. For
more than 10 years of active judicial practice,
we have acquired an impressive arsenal of
means that allows solving a dispute pre-trial.
Over 50 % of our Clients' disputes have been
resolved without bringing them to court.

Due to our work, the Client has a reputation of
the company, which is not desirable to face
with in court. In this regard, the opponents
prefer to resolve any disputes through
negotiations with our Clients.

have gained a reliable partner that
provides the necessary solutions
for problems and issues arising
in the course of our activity.
Pragnum showed its ability to bear
full responsibility for task set and
provide organised, efficient and

“

partner.

Oleksandr Seiranov,
Director of Three Bears, LLC

cooperation started, we were
sceptical about the possibility of
winning a dispute with the tax
service; however, in the end, we
were able to get the desired
outcome and were completely
beneficial cooperation. For our

Company would like to
and professional business

Let’s be frank: when our

satisfied with the mutually

timely services. The Three Bears
recommend Pragnum as a reliable

“

We save the Client’s money
Pragnum provides the reimbursement of
Client’s legal expenses in actual scope.
Ultimately, Pragnum services are paid not by
the Client, but its opponent.

We encourage the Client’s business
development
We see every dispute as a strategy that is an
integral part of the overall business strategy of
the Client. Our every action is taken under this
strategy, and aims at achieving major business
goals of the Client.

part, we consider that we have
found a worthy partner that can
resolve even the most complicated
disputes

“

“

Serhii Shyliuk
General Director of OMZ-Ukraine
(Uralmash-Izhora Group)

We take care of the Client’s health
Pragnum creates the most comfortable
conditions for cooperation. We make the
lawsuit outcome predictable for the Client as
far as possible.
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We provide the outcome
Despite 90 % of winning cases, a positive
judgement is not always the ultimate goal for
us. The main thing is the result. So we begin to
think of the judgement enforcement before
filing a lawsuit to court.
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Commercial
disputes
Vitalii
Bobrynov

We start our work with studying the possibility to
resolve the dispute pre-trial. Most of the disputes
faced by our Clients are resolved in pre-trial
procedure.

“

The features distinguishing
Pragnum among other legal firms
are the consistency in solving
disputes as well as the clear and
deliberate strategy of legal
defence, the application of
innovative legal technologies, and
flawless procedure support...

“

If the trial is inevitable, we carefully review the
chances to enforce the judgement before filing a
lawsuit. Typically, the Client receives from us
sufficient information to understand the outcome
of the case.

Oleksii Kushch,
Director of First Dnipro
Investment Company

In court, we do our best to prove the
erroneousness of the opponent’s arguments. The
use of non-typical solutions allows us to be
optimistic even in the most hopeless situations.
In defending the Client’s position, we are not
confined by legal arguments. A timely forensic
investigation and the correct formulation of
questions are crucial in certain cases.
The possibility of the immediate advocate's access
to non-public information and the application of
criminal procedure remedies are additional means
we use for the benefit of Clients.

We were the first among the leading law firms in Ukraine who chose the
path of specialisation and focusing all our efforts on litigation support of
business disputes. The Client sees when a team of 10 lawyers daily deal
only with disputes. While other lawyers experiment, we are implementing
the only right solution.
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We know all the tricks debtors resort to,
therefore, we prepare for the enforcement in
advance. If the economic law mechanisms
inadequately influence the opponent, then their
nearest perspective is to become a party involved
in criminal proceedings.
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Tax and customs
disputes

Not every audit has legitimate grounds. We
promptly take measures to prevent such audits
and lay the foundation to neutralize their impact
on Clients.
In accompanying the audit, we thoroughly review
the primary documents and transactions to be its
subject. This gives the Client an understanding of
risks and provides for taking steps in advance to
minimize them. In certain cases, we also provide
a special regime of access to the documents of the
Client.

“

Titan Machinery Ukraine is very
satisfied with the cooperation with
Pragnum. Professionalism,
specialisation in tax law, and
exclusive competence of
employees and business reliability
of this law firm contribute to the
effective implementation of our
projects. The company confirmed
in practice that they are experts in
the tax law whose legal solutions
are trustworthy

“

Dmytro
Zhukov

The disputes with the State Fiscal Service of
Ukraine usually begin with an audit. The success
of such disputes lie in the serious preparation for
the audit and meticulous participation in it.
Therefore, we begin the work with teaching our
Clients the optimal interaction with regulatory
authorities.

Serhii Harbuz,
Director of Titan Machinery Ukraine

In most cases, we begin the administrative appeal
of the fiscal service’s decisions in order to correct
arithmetical and methodological errors admitted
in the audit report. In addition, this gives us and
the Client time required for due preparation for
effective judicial dispute resolution.

We can be compared with a craft brewery, independent of the mega
companies, whose goal is not profit, but the creative brewing. Pragnum is
a craft law firm, because the specialisation enables winning even the most
complex cases, and partners involved in each project suggest putting not
only their intelligence but also their heart and soul into the case.
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The possibility of access to non-public
information allows us to accurately assess the
prospects of the case in court, while the use of
special litigation tactics, along with deep
knowledge of the relevant judicial practice can
influence the success of the case and ensure
ultimately the desired outcome for the Client.
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Bankruptcy

The key task of Pragnum is the maximum possible
control over the bankruptcy procedure in order to
prevent violations and abuses by the Client’s
opponents.

“

We express Pragnum our deep
appreciation for qualified legal
advice provided to State-Owned
Company Ukrspirt on appeals
against decisions to apply financial

“

Nataliia
Kharchuk

The bankruptcy procedure in Ukraine is getting
complicated year after year and currently it is
regulated rather by judicial practice of the
Supreme Economic Court than by law. We keep
abreast of this practice and help Clients comply
with all the formalities necessary for the effective
implementation of this mechanism.

sanctions imposed by the Ministry
of Income and Duties of Ukraine
Mykhailo Labutin,
General Director of Ukrspirt

Representing a creditor in bankruptcy
proceedings, we initiate the involvement of
independent auditors and arbitration managers to
the case. A careful analysis of the debtor’s
financial condition allows us to contest
questionable transactions committed by such
debtor and identify signs of bankruptcy (Article
219 of the Criminal Code).
On behalf of the debtor entity, we do everything
necessary to protect its owners and managers.
Their safety is ensured through reasonable work
with assets and liabilities of the company, as well
as thought-out interaction with creditors.
The result of bankruptcy is the company’s
liquidation and debt remission.

Since its foundation, Pragnum has undergone dramatic changes.
When you are initially involved in this transformation, the company
becomes part of you. I can confidently say that Pragnum promotes the
freedom of self-expression, provides its employees with endless
opportunities for growth and often is a catalyst for personal changes.
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Intellectual
property disputes
“

Intellectual property is what makes our Clients
unique and competitive.

We express Pragnum our deep
appreciation for qualified legal

... Pragnum manager’s timely
analysis of the situation allowed
us to avoid a dispute with the AMC

advice provided to State-Owned
Company Ukrspirt on appeals
against decisions to apply financial

“

sanctions imposed by the Ministry
of Income and Duties of Ukraine

“

Mykhailo Labutin,
General Director of Ukrspirt

There is no point in registering intellectual
property and signing many agreements and
regulations if compliance with these formalities is
not provided by adequate mechanisms for their
protection.

on the legality of using the product
name. As a result of lawyers’
quality work, our company has
escaped from all the worries
related to the business protection.
We would like to recommend

In our case, the protection is comprehensive.
Along with the litigation that allows you to
recover damages, we effectively defend the
position of the Client with the police and the
Anti-Monopoly Committee of Ukraine, and
support the Client during intellectual property
registration with the Customs Registry.

Pragnum to all our business peers
as a trusted legal partner who is
protecting the Client s’ interests

“

Andrii
Ponomarov

Vitalii Froliak,
Director of Gunter und Hauer

Formal expert examination is crucial in most
patent disputes. Therefore, we provide our Clients
with an independent examination, carefully
prepared questions and appeal of questionable
examination reports.
Pragnum’s patent advocatory gives the possibility
to use the legal response mechanisms and stop
infringement in a fast way.

Expert examination is the “queen” of intellectual property disputes. But
sometimes even a simple pawn can defeat the queen. In recent years,
Pragnum has grown to a bishop and can now go diagonally to protect
the interests of its Clients.
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Economic
crimes
Oksana
Tolmachova

Pragnum’s specialisation is the protection of
Clients in malfeasance and economic crimes
(white collar crime), as well as the recovery of
damage caused to enterprises in such cases.

“

We would like to express our
sincere gratitude to Pragnum
for the professionalism and
efficiency in solving our problems.
The competence of the firm’s

The punitive nature of prosecution and low
number of acquittals in Ukraine oblige us to take
all possible and impossible measures to ensure
that the case is closed without bringing it to court.

experts allows them to always
achieve the desired outcome for
us. I would like to note the high
quality of services,

“

We focus on preventing risks, so we have an
extensive practical experience in providing
effective safety instructions and interaction with
law enforcement and regulatory authorities. Our
Clients know how to act in unusual situations.

responsiveness, creativity and
attention to Clients...
Andrii Potseluienko,
Director of DSV Logistics

The careful preparation and competent legal
support during investigations, thought-out work
with witnesses, and initiation of a reputable
independent expertise are the mechanisms that
ensure the protection of our Clients’ rights and
interests.
Pragnum is proud of the fact that over 9 years of
our practice, none of the criminal cases we
accompanied has been brought to court. They
were all closed during the pre-trial investigation

Specialisation in business litigation is our conscious and completely
natural choice. We have finally found a balance between what our
Clients value the most and what gives us job satisfaction.
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Pragnum’s Partners
Vitalii Bobrynov

Managing Partner, Advocate
Commercial disputes, economic crimes,
intellectual property disputes

Dmytro Zhukov

Partner

Commercial disputes,
tax and customs disputes

Nataliia Kharchuk

Partner

Support in bankruptcy proceedings

Andrii Ponomarov

Patent Attorney, Ph.D. in Law
Intellectual property disputes
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Pragnum Law Firm
+38 044 287 28 77
pragnum.ua

